Now on Now:
How the Now Platform
transformed our security
incident phishing response
Automation saves time and cost, and boosts
analyst productivity by 40%
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Introduction
Phishing is a growing cybersecurity challenge in which scammers
send seemingly legitimate emails intended to lure recipients into
clicking a link and providing personal data such as login
credentials or credit card information.
In our personal lives, the risk is primarily to the individual. In the
corporate world, however, a phishing attack can compromise
the entire enterprise. That’s why ServiceNow runs a rigorous
program to help detect, analyze, and eliminate phishing threats.
Employee awareness plays a key role in this effort, so we also
conduct regular phishing awareness training that includes
sending mock phishing emails, tracking responses, and providing
feedback.
With phishing, as with all security-related activities, time is of the essence. To stay ahead of this
growing threat, we automated our phishing response using our Security Operations product
running on the Now Platform®.

Our Journey to Success
In the past, when a phishing notification came in, a Security analyst would process it manually,
investigate the potential threat, send an update to the employee, and close the ticket. This
approach had multiple challenges:
•
•
•
•
•

Efficiency – The response process did not scale—it was manual, inefficient, and timeconsuming.
User communication – Follow-up with users who alerted Security about a potential
phishing email was inconsistent and delayed.
Analyst productivity – The process took Security analysts’ time away from other serious
security threats.
False positives – Most reports turned out to be spam or legitimate emails, rather than
actual phishing attacks, so time was lost.
Workload spikes – Analyst workloads were on the rise due to the company’s rapid
growth and increased dramatically during quarterly internal phishing campaigns,
particularly in October, which is security awareness month (see figure 1).
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Figure 1 Internal Campaign Responses

The Security team knew there had to be a better way and turned to our own Security
Operations product and the Now Platform.

Phase 1 – Workflow Automation
In 2018, we automated our phishing response process:
When a user spots a possible phishing email, they click the Report Phish button in Outlook. The
system then creates a security incident and initiates a workflow.
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The system sends a response to the user thanking them for their submission and telling them that
the email is being investigated. The system then creates a task and sends it to a Security analyst
for investigation.

The analyst opens the task, evaluates the email, and selects one of three outcomes: malicious,
spam, or legitimate.

Depending on the analyst’s choice, the system prepopulates a message to the user telling them
the results of the investigation. The analyst edits the message if desired and clicks “send.”

If the submitted email is spam or legitimate, the system logs the status and closes the ticket. If the
email is malicious, the system updates the task with relevant Knowledge Base articles and
prompts the analyst to take action.
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Phase 2 – Workflow Enhancement
After using the automated workflow for several months, the Security team identified several
opportunities for further automation and improvement:
•
•

•

Internal phishing campaigns – Because we know the subject and content of the testing
emails and when Security will send them, we can make this a zero-touch workflow.
Multiple identical submissions – Sometimes multiple users submit the identical email to the
Security team. Once a Security analyst handles the first submission, the system can
identify duplicate submissions and, using the analyst’s actions with the first submission,
manage those responses automatically.
Known legitimate emails – Users often report legitimate emails, particularly during internal
phishing campaigns when users are on the lookout for phishing attacks. By creating a
whitelist of known legitimate emails, the system can compare submissions against that list,
identify safe ones, and handle user responses.

Now that these improvements are in place, a huge portion of our phishing response workflow
has been automated. Only a few steps require analyst support (see workflow below with manual
steps in red).
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Because the Now Platform provides seamless integration of our security applications with thirdparty tools, analysts have a single screen for managing phishing emails. Built-in communication
lets analysts message users without exiting the Now Platform.

Benefits
Digitizing workflows has provided qualitative and quantitative benefits to ServiceNow.
•

•
•
•

Analyst productivity – The Now Platform puts communications and security tools at
analysts’ fingertips, which has increased productivity by 40%. Automated workflows also
give analysts more time to focus on other critical security work.
Time and cost savings – Automating our phishing response saves nearly 2,100 hours or
approximately $150,000 per year.
Speed, accuracy, and efficiency – We’ve seen a dramatic improvement in the speed,
accuracy, and efficiency of our phishing response.
User communication – Users receive prompt notifications that give them the assurance
that their phishing submissions have been received and are being addressed.

To learn more
•
•

Explore the ServiceNow Security Operations web page.
Browse the ServiceNow Community forum for Security Operations to get tutorials and
insights on phishing and other security-related topics.

About ServiceNow
ServiceNow is making the world of work, work better for people. Our cloud‑based platform and
solutions deliver digital workflows that create great experiences and unlock productivity for
employees and the enterprise. For more information, visit www.servicenow.com.
Now on Now is about how we use our own ServiceNow solutions to work faster, smarter, and
better. With Now on Now, we’re achieving true end-to-end digital transformation. To learn more,
go to www.servicenow.com/nowonnow.
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